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Day 2: Footprint (Greener) 
 

The step I chose to #movethedate is to create a capsule wardrobe! I decided to highlight my 
go-to outfits and share them on Instagram.  
 
What I really like about these outfits is that there’s a statement piece with each outfit, but they 
can work with multiple outfits. As a college student, I want to get dressed quickly so I can get 
out the door, but still look good. 
 
Bonus: some of the pieces shown here were secondhand scores! I’m a 1st year at UC Berkeley, 
and one of the first things I did when I came here was check out their thrift/second hand/vintage 
stores. I’ve found that buying second hand isn’t necessarily the stereotype that people think it is 
-- that it’s only for poor people, that you can’t be stylish, that it’s dirty to buy someone else’s 
clothes, that it’s hard to find anything. I’ve found that it’s the contrary -- some of my favorite 
pieces are from second hand stores, and it’s fun to just go and see what pieces are waiting out 
there. 
 
What I shared on my Instagram account: 
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Outfit #1: Red jacket that my friend picked out for me from Mars, a vintage shop two blocks 
away from my dorm! 



 
 
 
Outfit #2: This jean jacket was bought from Anastasia’s, which is a vintage/second hand store a 
block away from my dorm!  
 



 
 
Outfit #3: A jacket from Mars! 



 
 
 
Outfit #4: A sweater from Anastasia’s! 



 
 



Outfit #5: An oversized shirt from Mars!

 
 
 
 
I only started shopping second hand for clothes about a month ago. I plan on going to these 
stores first if I ever need anything before turning to new items. I plan on taking the same 



approach with other items like textbooks (our school has a Textbook Exchange Facebook 
group) and anything else I might need (our school also has a Free & For Sale Facebook group)! 


